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Abstract

A combination of low-thrust engines (such as electric thrusters) and high-thrust
engines (such as liquid-propellant rocket engines) is a promising version of power and
propulsion systems for a Martian orbital and landing mission. Electric thrusters are
Sconsidered to operate during the interplanetary flight legs whereas liquid-propellant rocket
engines are to be used, during the near-planet flight legs. A solar gas-turbine plant with
solar radiation concentrators is proposed as a power system.
Operating conditions have been analysed and requirements have been determined to
main parameters of the sustainer propulsion module with the electric thruster and power
and propulsion dynamic system of variable power, such as electric power, thrust efficiency,
mass-to-power ratio, thrust vector control, and specific impulse and propellant flow control
ranges. The electric power of the module at the distance from the Sun of I u.a. is of
2500 kW. The electric thruster parameters were optimized based on the criterion of the
minimum launch mass of the vehicle for an accelerated manned Earth-Mars-Earth flight to
be started in early 2018.
The time-limited Earth-Mars interplanetary flight leg (not more than 5 months) and
passing near-Earth radiation belts (not more than 72 hrs) were considered to be the inital
data.
The presented combined version of a power and propulsion system for Mars mission
has been proposed and it is studied at NIITP. The version has a number of advantages, one
of which is high safety.
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Introduction
On the basis of comparative analysis carried out in NIITP for various versions of
power-propulsion provision of orbital-landing Mars missions, it has been obtained that, as
regards a number of important criteria, there are the greatest advantages in a combined
version in which apart from the high-thrust LRE's operating on the circumterrestrial and
near-Mars flight legs used are low thrust engines (such as electric thrusters) operating on
the interplanetary legs Earth-Mars and Mars-Earth. When choosing a power source for
electric thrusters (ET), preference is given to a nuclear-free power system on the basis of
solar mirror-concentrators with gas-turbine conversion of solar energy to electric one.
The following notations are accepted: power system - SGPS, combination of
propulsion systems - SGPS+ET+LRE.
A base version of combination SGPS+ET+LRE is determined for the problem with
the following conditions as to Mars expedition duration and payload mass:
- expedition must relate to a year's flight class;
- the two modules are to be delivered to the waiting orbit near Mars:
Mars orbital module (MOM.. m::s.-90 tonnes, and
Mars take-off and l:inding n-odulc (MTL .M), mass-60 tonnes.
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The purpose of MOM- to provide serviceability and safety of a crew. as well as the control
of module and spacecraft systems at all legs of flight along the closed route Earth-MarsEarth, exclusive of atmospheric descent and landing. The crew landing is fulfilled with use
of atmospheric braking in a capsule, having been separated from MOM at the moment of
spacecraft approach to Earth's sphere of influence. The purpose of MTLM- to provide the
movement of a crew part between MOM being on the waiting orbit near Mars and the Mars
surface. MTLM does not return to the Earth, it remains on Mars. The composition and
masses of MOM and MTLM were studied by organizations NPO "Energia" and NIITP
[1,2].
As calculations and comparative analysis have shown, the combined powerpropulsion provision is most effective, if MOM and MTLM modules are delivered by
various spacecrafts. The spacecraft with MOM that is a manned spacecraft (MS) fulfills the
route Earth-Mars-Earth, whose diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The spacecraft with MTLM
that is an unmanned cargo spacecraft (CS) fulfills the single-sided route Earth-Mars. The
GS start from the orbit of artificial earth satellite and its arrival to the waiting orbit near
Mars occur before those of MS.
The manned spacecraft is provided with the combination of propulsion systems
SGPS+ET+LRE, the cargo spacecraft is provided only with a power-propulsion system of
low thrust for which the same system is used as at a manned spacecraft, namely, SGPS+ET.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of interplanetary trajectories of Mars manned mission

Combined power propulsion system for Mars mission
The design and ballistic calculations for motion optimization for manned and
cargo
spacecrafts of Mars expedition complex during Martian orbital and landing mission in 2018
were fulfilled. This year is favourable for accelerated closed flights along
the route
Mars-Earth. Optimization was performed with regard to the minimum criterion Earthfor the
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LRE fuel and ET- propellant consumption under limitations on a set of modified
parameters. Optimization on the interplanetary legs was conducted at the given control law
for a thrust vector of electric thruster propulsion system (ETPS): the constant direction in
inertial space with a single "reversal" of orientation on every interplanetary leg. This law is
the simplest as to technological realization.
One of main conditions is constancy of absolute value of spacecraft acceleration due to a
thrust,f=const.
The value of the constant on every interplanetary leg is different, since this value
depends on the dates of transit flights.
The total design and ballistic characteristics of manned and cargo flights, which were
obtained from the optimization [3], are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Characteristics of Mars orbital-landing expedition for the version
of two-spacecraft configuration and combination SGPS+ET+LRE
Name
I.

Notation of a spacecraft

2.
3.
4.

Type of sustainer engines
Power system
Total rated electric power of power system
at r-l a.u., Ne, MW
Total time of flight, days, including separate legs
of the flight:
circumterrestrial
Earth-Mars
near-Mars

5.

Mars-Earth

6.
7.

Duration of propulsion system operation on the
basis of ET, hrs
Fuel consumption, tonnes:
H , +O, for LRE

8.

xenon for ET
Launching mass of spacecraft, tonnes

Type of flight
Manned
MS

Cargo
CS

ET,LRE
SGPS
6

ET
SGPS
6

435

445

3"
160
32"

105'
260
80"

240

9600

9960

330

80
570

25
120

"70% of the indicated time is taken by passage through circumterrestrial radiation belts.
* Including 30 days when a spacecraft is on the waiting orbit near Mars.

As seen from Table 1, in case of combination SGPS+ET+LRE, the manned flight is
fulfilled in 14 months, including the transit flight from Earth to Mars which takes
about
5 months, and, what is important, the circumterrestrial radiation belts are passed in two
days. Such a substantial reduction of the three temporal parameters at once
at the
appropriate level of launching mass of Mars expedition complex takes place only in the
version, in which the two-spacecraft configuration and combined power-propulsion
provision are available together.
The SGPS+ET power-propulsion unit of low thrust in this combination has a module
structure. The number of modules equals two. The module notationSGPS-2500. This
module consists of the power system SGPS (mass-10 tonnes) and propulsion system ETPS
("dry" mass-5.2 tonnes).
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diameter of ever) mirror equals 38.5 m The temperature in the loop is 1500 K. Heat
removal is realized with help of controllable flows of monodisperse liquid droplets.
The electric power generated by SGPS varies continuously with variation of solar
distance r. At the full opening of mirrors, N, =3,000 kW, when r=1 a.u. ("near Earth") and
N,e =1,300 kW, when r=1.52 a.u. ("near Mars"). It has been noted above that
when the
return to Earth takes place, there is a leg of a boosting mode, when N,, > 3,000 kW.
The propulsion system ETPS as a part of module SGPS-2500 is a cluster of operative
and reserve thrust channels based on high-voltage ETs. If the rated power of unit thrust
channel (TC) is equal to 50 kW, the number of operative TC's equals 60 for a module
SGPS2500 with rated total power Ne, =3,000 kW. The required number of reserve TC's is to be
equal to ~ 70% of the number of cruise ones, to provide a sufficiently high reliability
of
ETPS, as well as an operation in a boosting mode on those portions of
trajectory, where
solar distance r< I a.u. and power Ne, exceeds the rated power of 3,000 kW. The problem of
cluster and commutation for such a great number of thrust channels needs serious study.
The physical and technical realization aspects of design control performance
of a unit
thrust channel based on ET are discussed below. The possibility to meet the requirements
for ETPS on the earth return path which is the most critical as to depth of ETPS parameters
control is analyzed.
The control performance, related to this leg of a flight and which is to be satisfied by
a unit thrust channel of a ET propulsor in case, that the rated electric power
at this channel
input equals 50 kW, is given in Fig. 2.
The character of the presented run sequences P(t), m(t) and I,(t)
(P - a propulsor thrust,
m - a total mass flow rate of a propulsor pronellant, I - a propulsor thrust
specific impulse)
is determined, for the most part, by the above-named condition of thrust
acceleration
constancy,f=const.
As the total thrust of ETPS is as follows:

I

P, = fAI,
(M - the current mass of a spacecraft), then, as M decreases due
to the ET propellant
consumption, the thrust Ps, and, therefore, the propulsor thrust P,
will decrease, whether
decreases or increases the net electric power N,.
On the other hand, the condition f=const defines the association between
instantaneous values of th and I :
2nm!i7,/

M = const,

where v - the number of ETPS sustainer propulsors integral with a SGPS-2500
module.
As seen from Fig. 2, the required I. range of a ET unit thrust
channel
is equal to
31...90 km/s, and for h - 8.5...31 mg/s.
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thrust is to decrease by 1.16 times, and the drops in propellant flo\ rate and thrust specifik
impulse are to be 3.65 and 2.9 times, respectively (Fig. 2). It is a non-trivial to realize a run

sequence with such a character of ET parameter variation.

The required range of a specific impulse variation ( IP= 31,000...90,000 m/s) in

combination with long-term period of propulsion system continuous operation (T-10' hrs)

indicate a promising possibility of ion thruster application in SGPS. At the given values of
specific impulse a ion thruster (IT) has the maximum efficiency (above 70 % for Xe) of all
the known types of ET, and its life-time of (10...15)-10 4 hrs-is commonly supposed to
be actual on the basis of life tests conducted [7]. For the propulsor operation modes,
required for flight to Mars, with "deep" control of its parameters without appreciable
decrease of total efficiency and especially with "opposite" character of a parameters
variation, it is necessary to have a propulsor with separate systems of plasma generation and

its acceleration. A ion thruster is the sole of all the known types of ET in which the
processes of plasma generation and ion acceleration are realized independently of one
another in the different arrangements of a propulsor-gas discharge chamber (GDC) and ionoptics system (IO), respectively.
By this means, the relative functional complexity of a ion thruster has in this case its
good point, making a radical chance for realization of a prescribed operation mode of
ETPS.

Let us consider the peculiarities realization for the required run sequence of IT
parameter variation as applied to operational conditions for most critical, in this case,
assembly of a propulsor - ion-optics system.

Increase of a specific impulse means an increase of net voltage (U,,,) in 10,
determining a velocity of propellant outflow out of a propulsor. On the other hand, decrease
in propellant thrust and flow means a decrease in ion beam total current and, therefore,
emission ion current density. For this purpose, the decrease of total (accelerating) voltage
(U,,) in IO is required. Thus, for realization of a propulsor operation mode with "opposite"
character of its parameters variation, an increase in net voltage and decrease in
voltage
in IO are required at one time. Such a mode of operation cannot be organizedtotal
in the twoelectrode acceleration system, consequently, the three-electrode IO is chose, which allows
a
separate control of Un,, and U,,. For successfull functioning of
a propulsor, Uo, must
always exceed
U,., i.e., the voltage ratio k = U,,, / U, , is to be within the range 0<k<l.

In
action, it is desirable the range of k variation would be further narrower to minimize the
thrust losses arising due to the deviation of beam ion paths from a propulsor
According to [4], the k-variation in the 0.17...0.8 range for the three-electrode axis.
IO
corresponds to halfangle of ion beam divergence of not more than 150 which
is considered to
be quite reasonable.
The order of calculations was as follows. From the known values of a specific
impulse, the range of net voltage variation was determined:

MP
2erl,

where M, - the ion mass;
e- the electron charge;
I,,- the specific impulse;

u,

- the propellant utilization.

Based on the prescribed range of propellant flow variations, the
typical values of ion current
emission density are found:

-
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where m - the mass flow rtue of a propellant;
S,,,- the area of emission surface.

By the found value of ion current emission density, the required magnitude of total
(accelerating) voltage in 10 was estimated from the Child's-Langmuir formula (three-halves
power law):
4
2e'
Ul 2
S=9

M,)
I '
where 1, - the effective acceleration distance;

go - the electric constant.
According to [8] the effective acceleration distance was determined from the formula:
=

2

l +

where 1J- the distance between emission and accelerating electrodes (accelerator grid);
d, - the screen hole diameter.

For evaluations, a diameter of the GDC emitting surafce is accepted to be equal
to 0.5m,
ion-optics system has the three electrodes out of perforated screens
with geometrical
emission electrode transparence of 0.7 and the 7 mm diameter of its holes. The accelerating gap distance equals the distance of the accelerating gap. The electric
intensity in IO
must not exceed the value of 2,5 kV/mm. Propellant-xenon, coefficient of
its utilization - 0.9.
When calculating, the range of k -coefficient variation for acceleration
was
determined at the taken control performance of a ETPS thrust module appliedsystem
to return
flight downrange Mars-Earth being most strenuous portion of the whole mission.
The relationship between voltages across 10 electrodes, complying with
a given run
sequence, is shown in Fig. 3. The distance I, is a parameter. As was mentioned
above, with
respect to minimization of thrust losses the values of k in the 0.17-0.8 range are preferential
(this area in Figure is shaded). According to the taken run sequence of operation
of ETPS
(Fig. 2) the starting point from Mars corresponds to the minimum value of coefficient
k.
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notice
at / equal to and 7 mm the final portion of the run sequence ma\
not be We
realized, as that
the value of U,,e, 6 not
only approaches to ULo,, but exceeds it which is
impossible. At 1=8 mm the range of k variation ma\ be
considered as satisfactory. At the
second portion of path the value of k exceeds 0.8 which may result
propulsor total efficiency. However, this decrease may be compensated in some decrease of
without trouble at a
sacrifice of increase in electric power consumption of
ETPS, by way of power boosting of a
power system at the approach within solar distance
less than I a.u.
The problems of qualitative formation of a ion beam in
the acceleration system at
small values k<O. I require a further study.
The maximum potential difference in the acceleration system
may amount to 17.8 kV
(accelerating voltage), and at the length of the accelerating gap equal
to 8 mm the realized
electric intensity does not exceed 2.5 kV/mm.
The conditions of working performance control for a thruster
GDC are not analyzed
in detail in this work. We notice only that the
conditions for provision of GDC steady
operation for the run sequence accepted are fulfilled. The
steady operation of medium size
GDC is observed, as a rule, at a current emission density not less
than ImA/cml. This
means that the ion beam production cost, is equal to 200 W/A,
the
discharge
power is to be
not less than 275 W, which is performed with a large
reserve in the course of the whole
flight. On the other hand, the maximum current densil. comprises
14.8 mA/cm 2 which is in
the limits of potentialites of a ion thruster on xenon.
The special problem is a provision of required duration
of a of thruster continuous
operation which, in our case, comprises -10' hrs. The
life-time
of a ion thruster will be
determined, principally, with 0I electrodes resistance
to sputtering by beam ions and
secondary particles falling out from a beam plasma area.
In the three-electrode acceleration-deceleration ion optics
the most intensive
sputtering befalls an accelerating electrode because
of bombardment by a reverse flow of
secondary particles accelerated by the electric field
accelerating electrodes. Intensity of a reverse flow in the gap between accelerating and
of secondary particles is governed by
some factors among which one can pick out ion current emission
density and voltage
difference across the decelarating gap of ion
optics. In our case, as differentiated from
conditions of life-tests performed previously in a set
of laboratories, the larger values of the
voltage difference AU = U,o, - U,,, (practically, during
the whole
density (in the first half of the flight) take place. These circumstances flight) and ion current
must result in increase
of a sputtering flow of secondary particles. The life-time problem may be solved by way of
appropriate selection of material and design of the IO electrodes.
For example, application
of pyrolytic graphite will allow a substantial decrease of
an electrode sputtering velocity,
since its sputtering coefficient depends on sputtering particles energy weaker,
and at the
Xe+-ions energy of 15 keV it exceeds a coefficient for molybdenum
sputtering by Xe + ions
with energy of 0.5 keV less than 2
times [9].
Aside from life problem, required is a detailed consideration
of the functioning
the
range I...4
peculiarities
forkW.
GDC and hollow cathode at a controllable discharge power modifying in
More exact numerical calculations for the acceleration
system optics are also
necessary at the significant variation of relationship between the
accelerating
and output
voltages in 10.
The problems concerning electric thruster propulsion
system as a whole are left
beyond this paper. For instance, these are the optimum arrangement
of a wealth of unit
thrust modules and provision of necessary reliability of their functioning,
control in time
according to the prescribed run sequence for ETPS opcratioin
mode etc. Nevertheless, the
fulfilled analysis permits the optimistic conclusion with regard to
prospects of ion thruster
use as a unit thrust module in a sustainer ETPS in the context of proposed
conception for
manned orbital landing Mars expedition.
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i U; the basis of complex ballistic and ph\.ical-technicai analysis determined are
the requirement lor the operation mode of ETPS as a part of SGPS+ET+LRE used as a
sustainer propulsion system of Mars expedition system. The accelerated (approximately, a
year's duration) closed flight Earth-Mars-Earth is fulfilled in the conditions of variable
power Ne(t) (the power source-gas turbine power system with solar mirror-concentrator)
and constant thrust acceleration.
2. The distinctive feature of the required operation mode for ETPS consists in the
"deep" control of parameters of electric thrusters with the "opposite" character of their
main
performance variation when the increase of a power supplied to a thruster is accompanied
by the thrust decrease and with specific impulse increase, and, therefore, a propellant
outflow velocity, the simultaneous decrease of propellant flow rate takes place.
3. The conclusion on good prospects of ion thruster application for ETPS is made
on the basis of prescribed range of specific impulse variation
(31,000...90,000 m/s) and character of output performance control for a unit thrust
channel.
4. The probability of realization of the unit thrust channel parameters
required by
the run sequence is analyzed on the basis of a ion thruster as applied to an
assembly of a
thruster-ion optics as most critical at a given operation mode.
It is shown that for problem solution the ion-optics coefficient (net-to-acceleration
voltage ratio) must change within enough wide range from 0.045 to 0.091.
In the conditions
of substantial potential difference between accelerating and decelerating electrodes,
as well
as the high emission density of a ion current, the problem of provision
of ion-optics
electrode lifetime may be solved by way of appropriate selection
of materials and
acceleration system design allowing a decrease of both a cathode sputtering
coefficient of
electrodes, and a level of charge transfer particle flows to them.
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